
“Small systems” at the LHC
(collectivity and other “QGP”-like signals..)
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 lengthy Introductory Remarks

 brief State-of-the-Art Results

 Where is the “onset” ?

 What is the “dynamics” ?

 What happens at high pT?



Why are small systems interesting ?
 'Looking under the hood': what makes the sQGP tick ? 

 stat. mechanics (thermo & hydro) hide very well the details: d.o.f & dynamics

 go towards and beyond the limits of thermo & hydro

 study deviations due to finite size/finite time (=> small systems)

 'Looking for the onset': how does collectivity emerge f(r, t) ?

 change size & lifetime & density (pp -> pA -> AA)

 'Looking for the beginning': universal aspects of soft QCQ ?

 looking for connection & smooth evolution from  
MB pp(e+e-) to central AA, with pA the bridge in between
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mathematical Collectivity weak definition

 azimuthal flow:  vn{m}

 SIMILAR angular modulation for (almost) ALL particles (of some kind, say pT/PID)

 drawn from the same inclusive single particle probability distribution P(f)

 nonuniformity can be arbitrarily small ! as long as it’s similar for all particles 

 beyond P(f): non-linear response, mixed mode correlations, …

 largely of geometric origin (IS geometry + shape change until freeze out)

 arise in strong coupling (hydro) or weak coupling (AMPT, ‘single hit’ 1803.02072 )

 CGC? (1705.00745)

 (weak) Collectivity is experimentally proven in AA & pA & pp  (both RICH & LHC)

 but can have many physical origins 

(IS CGC, FSI, Exotica(Quantum interference 1812.04113, .), weak coupling, strong coupling, ..)
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Flow: All particles close in space have similar velocity

Hydro Collectivity

1708.03559

1606.06198

SC23{4} vs Nch

1807.02012

v2{m} vs Nch

https://arxiv.org/abs/1708.03559
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strong ‘Collectivity’
 strong definition:     {'thermo' +  'hydro'} - dynamics

 strongly interacting equilibrated matter with density/pressure gradients

 strongly interacting:

 perfect liquid (h/s<<1), energy loss/jet quenching, quarkonia suppression

 hydro-dynamics of a perfect fluid

 LO: radial (v0) & elliptic (v2) flow  

 NLO: higher harmonics vn, PID  (m dependence) of vn

 NNLO: non-linear mode mixing (vn≠ en), factorization violation r(pT), EbE P(vn), …

 thermo-dynamics:

 particle ratios (Statistical Model)  

 thermal radiation

 thermo + hydro: => Space Time Evolution  

 HBT f(T, b):  (R(mT), R(Nch
1/3),  Rout/Rside ≈ 1)

 Balance functions

 emerging strong Collectivity consistent* with ≈ all data in pp/pA/AA
. *to good accuracy, where it was measured.. *Except, possibly, energy loss.. *Consistent ≠ proven !

 However, the underlying dynamics is still unclear (strong/weak coupling, D.o.F., ..)
4

'Standard Model' of heavy ion physics



State-of-the-Art
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 missing in this table

 low mass dileptons : yes PbPb, not observed pPb, pp

 CME, CMW: yes PbPb , pPb, not measured pp

 column with low multiplicity pp !

Not measurable with

standard methods (RAA)

BUT: eg

Y(2)/Y(1); h-jet correlation

2018

measured

observables from “strong” collectivity



Is “collectivity” in pp/pA a surprise ?
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 pp@LHC
≈ central SS@SPS, 
≈ mid-central CuCu@RHIC
≈ peripheral PbPb@LHC

 dN/dh ≈ 50 - 100

 NMPI ≈ 15-20 (≈ Ncoll)

SPS RHIC LHC

# of partons in proton

3 +  g(x > 2GeV)

4 10 30

#high pT tracks vs # Multi Parton InteractionsThe effect of the fluctuating proton size on the study of chiral magnetic effect in 

proton-nucleus collision https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.02486

Nrec/2.3 

≈ dNch/dh

Nch distribution

dN/dh ≈ 50-100

RHIC/LHC: Proton = bag of partons 

Nucleus = bigger bag with more  partons

parton content of proton (JS QM2008 Jaipur) Npart

Ncoll



S, M, L, XL : Size matters
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Proton Area S ?

60 mb/4 => A            = 1.5 fm2

rrms = 0.88 => A         = 2.4 fm2

rHBT(MB) ~ 1.1 => A = 4 fm2

pp ≈ pA < AA

FS sizes: HBT radii vs Nch

pp Area ?

“large” pA option pA > pp 

“small” pA option

1710.07098



What are we looking at ?
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 central AA: dense & large (SIS ≈ 150 fm2, SFS ≈ 500 fm2)

 central pp/pA: dense & small

 e  ≈ AA, S < 1/10 @ same e S ≈ 1/3 @ same dN/dh

 peripheral AA: dilute & large & deformed (e2 > ½)

 e: pp≈pA»AA S: pp≈pA«AA @same dN/dh

 MinBias pp: dilute & small

dN/dh ≈ 100

Nrec/2.3 ≈ dNch/dh

dN/dh ≈ 100 (PbPb 65% centr.)

PbPb: SIS ≈ 26fm2 SFS ≈ 60fm2

pPb: SIS ≈ 10fm2  SFS ≈ 30fm2

pp: SIS ≈  3fm2 SFS ≈ 27fm2



Small systems are tricky ! 1) Geo bias

 centrality ≠ geometry (b,Npart, e,..)

 RpA type measurements extremely difficult (QpA)

 revealed strong RAA bias in peripheral (> 60%)

 no measurable jet quenching 
for very peripheral despite RAA < 1!
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“RAA“ ≈ 1 for > 75%

no (measurable) 

jet quenching

Nch vs Npart

RAA vs pT

95-100%

95-100%

Nch/Npart vs centrality

PbPb !

RAA (pT > 8) vs centrality

Phythia bias



Small systems are tricky ! 2) Dynamics bias
 dynamics bias depends on system and Nch

<pT> vs Nch
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ratio of pT: HM / MinBias
pp: Nch≈27/MB

pPb: Nch≈45/MB

c2{4} vs Nch pp c2{4} vs Nch pPb

in general bias is

stronger in pp than in pPb (@ same Nch)

=> better (& easier) to use pPb than pp

pp
pp

pPb

PbPb
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=>

7 TeV pp Min Bias

1) Onset: “Flow-like” Collectivity down to dN/dy ≈ x ?

 Large&Dense (AA) <-> Small&Dense (centr. pA) <-> Small&Dilute (MB pp)

 TH relevance: 

 far outside applicability of statistical mechanics (thermo/hydro) ?

 special property of sQGP (HIP)  -> generic property of QCD (HEP)

 Experimental issue: 

 tiny signal, large background (‘non-flow’)

 new analysis methods, new observables ?



“Azimuthal Flow”: How far down in Nch ?
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Assumption: v2(bin-0) ≈ 0Assumption: v2(bin-0) ≈ v2(bin-1)

MB

MB



Simulation by Zhenyu Chen/CMS

 Phythia does not “fake” signal in either method

 extracted v2 depends on assumption about “zero” bin:

 v2 ≈ const => Template fit

 v2(bin-0) ≈ 0 => Peripheral subtraction

 in general, results is in between the 2 methods
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“Azimuthal Flow”: How far down in Nch ?
 Data looks more like v2 ≈ c ?

 Pythia ≠ Data !

 still, dependence on width of Bin0 !

 In any case, v2 >> 0 at dN/dh ≈ 3

 i.e. < ½ pp MinBias !!!
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Assumption: v2(bin-0) = 0Assumption: v2(bin-0) = v2(bin-1)

MB

MB

dNch/dh ≈ 3!

dNch/dh ≈ 3!



Radial Flow: BW fits
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BW fit parameters T, b

dN/dh ≈ 20
0-1%

dN/dh ≈ 2
70-100%

ratio of pT: HM / MinBias

pp

Data over BW fit

pPb

pp

PbPb

dN/dh ≈ 2
70-100%



Radial Flow: the p/p “anomaly”
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pp MB

p/p ratio vs Nch      (“radial flow boost” ?)

pT ≈ 0.5 GeV

pT ≈ 2.5 GeV
pT > 10 GeV

dNch/dh ≈ 4!

p/p ratio vs pT

pp PbPb
pPb

pp PbPb

pPb

Charge Balance Function f Width
(“radial flow focusing” ?)
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pp MinBias

dNch/dh ≈ 4!

pp MB

p

X

W

Strangeness Enhancement

“Apparent” Answers concerning the “Onset”

No obvious onset at all ! 
Signals smoothly ‘emerge’ with Nch

Signals of strong collectivity can be found down to at least 
dN/dh ≈ 3-4, i.e. ½ pp MinBias !



Does Azimuthal Flow also ‘emerge’ with Nch?
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 largely by accident !

 vn ~ k * e  

 k ↓ ~ 1/(1+S/N)

 e ↑ ~1/√(N-1)

1708.07113

sublead./leading v2 mode 
(aka factorization violation)

1807.02012

Normalized Symmetric Coefficients
(aka nonlinear mixed harmonics)

v2,v3,v4 vs Nch

v4

v2

v3

1312.6555

Geometry: eccentricity vs # sources

1303.1794

1106.4345

response coefficient v2/e

vn ~ k * en



Under the Hood: 1) IS vs FS in small systems
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7 TeV pp Min Bias

 a priori arguments from smoothness: Occam's Razor, Naturalness

 no sign in the data for ‘new’ or ‘different’ physics => no need for it..

 why does ‘new’ physics(pp, pA) mimic ‘old’ physics (AA) qualitative & quantitative ?

 flow is a vector: signal needs to be similar in type, amplitude & phase wrt RP !

 Experimental handles: flow amplitude vn

 “old” physics: driven by geometry and FSI

 scale parameters are en and 1/A dN/dh

 “new” physics: driven by quantum effects (Qs) and IS momentum correlations 

 scale parameters is Qs, related to 1/A dN/dh  (Qs ~ dN/dh 1/A 1104.3725)



Azimuthal HBT in pPb
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 Correlation between FS eFO and v2 in pPb !

 with the correct phase, as expected by hydro (e < 0)

 CGC presumably(?) can generate only eFO > 0, if at all ? 

Azimuthal femtoscopy in central p+Pb collisions ATLAS-CONF-2017-008



Comparing “old” (PbPb) and “new” (pp, pPb)

2019 Rice  WS J. Schukraft
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≈67%cent: 

dNch/dh ≈ 80

≈80%cent: 

dNch/dh ≈ 40

“new”?: v2 vs Nch  pp/pA/AA

PbPb

pp

pPb

75%cent: 

dNch/dh ≈ 45

“old” (AA) physics: vn vs Nch
1602.01119

Hydro

1201.3158

vn ~ k en

PbPb

pPb

≈1.4

v2 /e2 vs 1/S dNch/dh

If “old” is at work in PbPb,  what (or who) would stop it to do 

EXACTLY what is predicted (by data!) by “old” systematics ?

Relevant scales 1/T, l/R ≈ constant

 v2(PbPb)/v2(pPb) ≈ 1.34 @ dN/dh ≈ 80

 geometry + FSI expectation:  v2(PbPb) > v2(pPb)

 HBT: e,A(PbPb) > e,A(pPB) @ FO

 ek(PbPb)/ek(pPb) ≈ 1.86/1.4 ≈ 1.33 !!! (1710.07098, 1201.3158)

 CGC expectation (?): v2(PbPb) ≤ v2(pPb)

 A↓ => Qs ↑, #domains↓ => v2↑ (at best →)  (1706.06260)



“old” (e) vs “new” (Qs)
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“Obvious” Answer

 There is no need (no room) for CGC in AA 0-80% (dN/dh > 40)

v2(AA/pA) looks geometry driven down to dN/dh ≈ 20-30  O(MinBias pA)

 There is no obvious way to switch off  “old”  in pp/pA at equivalent dN/dh

 Old: Simple & robust (largely data driven) scaling AA-> pA works surprisingly well

 New: gets already the sign wrong 

CGC

dNch/dh ≈ 40

dNch/dh ≈ 20



Under the Hood: 2) HD-Hydro vs LD-Transport
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=

?
7 TeV pp Min Bias

 High Density Paradigm: Hydro:  # collisions/particle >> 1

 Pressure Tomography: driven via pressure gradients in momentum space

 Low Density Paradigm: Transport # collisions/particle < 1

 Density Tomography: driven by density gradients in coordinate space

K= l/R << 1

The questions are NOT:

- Can hydro be described by transport ?

Yes, transport theory often IS the microscopic physic of hydro**

- Will transport smoothly evolve from free streaming to hydro? 

Yes, with in(de)creasing Knudson number (R/lmfp)
-1

The questions IS:

Are HD hydro and LD transport observationally distinct ?

i.e. qualitative or significant quantitative differences 
in any/all of the relevant systems (pp, pA, AA)

Two sides of the same coin (different approximations but similar results) 

Or

Different physics & different observable consequences

** AdS/CFT

is an alternative



What connects IS and FS ?
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dNch/df

x

y

Object: Density distribution in XY Space Picture: Density distribution in XY Space

Px

Py Pz

Pressure Dpx > Dpy

x

y

Multiple 

scattering of 

most particles

Single 

scattering of a 

few particles

escaping
interacting

All particles close in space 

have similar momenta

IS Information is in the 

‘flowing’ stuff !

HD Hydro

All particles drawn from the same 

single particle probability distribution 

IS Information is in the 

‘non-interacting’ stuff !

LD Transport



Discriminator I: Expansion Dynamics ?
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1710.03050 Prolate ex > 0 Spherical ex = 0 Oblate ex < 0

Hydro: pressure driven
Can overshoot into oblate (ex < 0)

LDL: Free streaming 
Approaches spherical by ‘dilution’

Azimuthal HBT: e @ freezeout

Hydro

UrQMD

Geometric shape change (ellipse -> circle) generates 

nonlinear mode couplings in both HD & LD !

The time evolution however is (presumably ?) much 

faster in HD and can go ‘beyond round’ !
(e.g. Urs, 1803.02072, 1805.04081)

Conclusion:

There ARE qualitative & observable differences

ef < 0 => Hydro
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Other discriminators ? Negative c2{4} in pp

nonlinear response (v2 ~ a|e2| + b|e2|
3) 

can change sign of c2{4} !

consequence of ‘explosive’ expansion in pp ?

PDF(e2): EbE distribution of e2

ce
2{4} > 0

ce
2{4} < 0

1707.06108

Could LDT (eg AMPT)  give neg. c2{4} in pp@LHC ?

HD hydro vs LD Transport

same-same or different ?

Question is still open

needs more experimental input



3) What happens after  Hydro ?
 mass matters, up to a point (again,  pT ≈ v2)..
 presumably, 'falling out of hydro' is a smooth process (over large pT range)

 how is the transition between (hydro+thermo)  and (jets+fragmentation) ?
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Hydro

pQCD?

Varying size & density: 

What effect at intermediate pT ? 



High pt v2 & Energy Loss
 v2 vs pt

 < 3-5 GeV: Hydro

 3/5-10 GeV: decoupling

 old: “incomplete hydrodynamization” ?

 new: parton flow & recombination ?

 > 10 GeV: jet quenching
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1801.03477

Flow ?

Energy Loss 

Seems we can largely ‘switch off” jet quenching and study

the hydro decoupling regime in detail in pA !

v2 Data Consistent With:

full hydrolization < 3 GeV

gradual decoupling (and/or reco.) 3-10 GeV

no (small) E loss in small & dense systems
(formation time ?)

Bill & Jamie pp/pA Review



Jet Quenching & Quarkonia in pA
 Conventional Wisdom: Not (non-trivially) modified in pA 
 beware of confounding CNM effects (nPDF) & limited accuracy !!

 only quantitative comparison between expectation(theory) and data will tell !!

 how much jet-quenching/quarkonia melting would actually be expected ??
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Syst. error in MB ~ ±10-20%

J/Y & Y’   RpA vs pT
Nch RpA vs pT



Jet Quenching
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1706.02859

1601.02001

Jet RpA

1611.01664

Nch RpA vs pT

1605.06436

Nch RpA vs pT

Nch RpA different centralities

1706.02859

Jet Fragmentation function mods.

MinBias

MinBias

MinBias

MinBias

1712.05603

Hadron-jet correlation

DE < 0.4 GeV (90%CL)

PbPb: DE = 8±2 GeV

Need precision for  calculations & data

 Calculate expected RpA, DE

 L dependence, formation time ?

 Centrality in peripheral AA and pA ? (W/Z bosons, ..)

 New (self normalized) observables 

 v2@high pT, h+jet, g(Z)+jet, Y(2)/Y(1)..

“Apparent” Answer concerning strong FSI for Hard Probes I:

(aka jet quenching): No (not yet)

 RpA: within current accuracy (10-20%) consistent with nPDF mods only (CNM)

 pA min bias only, dN/dh < 20 ! Expected effect << 10 % ???

 h-jet correlations: DE (central pA) < 1/10 DE (central PbPb). Expected effect ?

 L1/L2 ≈ 4.3 < D1/D2 < 19 ≈ (L1/L2)
2 => limit is sensitive !

 formation time => threshold in L ? (D ≈ 0 for L < 1 fm) ?

 In any case, RpA & D consistent with peripheral PbPb@same dN/dh => 

 presence of flow & absence of strong quenching: No problem for “old” physics 



Quarkonia suppression
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1709.03089

Y’/Y vs cent U(n)/U(1)
Y’/Y vs Ncoll

1312.6300

U(2)/U(1) 
vs ET

FWD

1709.03089

Y/Z, Y/Z vs cent

“Apparent” Answer concerning strong FSI for hard probes I|:

(aka Quarkonia suppression): Yes (but only weakly bound states)

 Strongly Bound States (J/Y, Y(1S))

 within current accuracy (<10%) consistent with nPDF mods only (CNM)

Weakly Bound States (Y’, Y(2/3S))

 clear suppression beyond CNM (nPDF, incoming nuclei)

 consistent with comovers of some kind (partons, hadrons): => Strong FSI !



Small Systems .. wherever they lead..

 Strong collectivity smoothly emerges with size/density, starting ≈ pp MinBias

 in several, presumably (?) independent, observables (flow, strangeness, quarkonia)

 “missing signals” conceivably a question of exp. sensitivity (DE, J/Y, thermal rad., ..)

 strong quantitative changes, no exp. sign of qualitative “change of physics”

 Peripheral PbPb (>60%) and pp/pA seem identical in all nontrivial aspects @same Nch

 PbPb(>60-80%) is solidly part of HI Standard Model (flow driven by e, FSI) 

=> neither need (nor room ?) for radically different “new” physics in (most of) pp/pA

 Dynamics of “old” physics in pp/pA/PbPb(>60%) is still open

 hydro(pressure contrast) vs LDT (density contrast)

 can potentially be distinguished experimentally !
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The data speak loud and clear 
To me, at least

(personal) Hypothesis: The physics underlying 'collectivity' signals is the 

same in AA, pA, and pp: 
Even if dominant in AA and hardly discernable in pp

It is a generic property of all strongly interacting many-body (≥2?) systems.
Where does this leave the sQGP ? :  Remember, it’s a smooth crossover !



Backup
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Discriminator II: Photon v2 ?

 Hydro: Thermal photons emitted from flowing (boosted) system

 Photons emitted early (~T4) before build up of flow => v2(g) < v2(h
±)

 Transport: Photons emitted in scattering (Brems + Annihilation)

 Amplitude of v2(g): v2(g) ≈ v2(h
±) ??

 , v2(g, h±) generation linked to same scattering processes

 no separation of space-time dynamics, no thermal emission vs flow buildup

 Phase of v2(g): out-of-plane ??

 BR is forward peaked + more scattering Out-of-Plane ?

 However: Annihilation is isotropic, BR peak is moderate of low pT, ..

What is the phase and amplitude of photon v2 in Transport ??

Implement and test e.g. in AMPT, BAMPS, URQMD,..

2019 Rice  WS J. Schukraft
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HD hydro vs LD Transport

same-same or different ?

Question is still open

needs more experimental input



pp->pA->AA: What exactly is the question ?

 collectivity, i.e. azimuthal flow in small systems

 driven by geometry (e) and FSI ?

 Low Density Transport (aka escape mechanism)

 Perfect Liquid Hydro

 driven by quantum effects (Qs) and IS momentum correlations ?

 CGC

 is there a smooth, continuous evolution in all(most) observables ?

 no fundamental change of the underlying physics

 only quantitative changes, scaling with dimensional variables (size, density, gradients)

 qualitatively different physics,  giving rise to similar phenomenology

 smoothness seems to requires some conspiracy                   (type and size of signals)
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Other Consequences of LDT ?
 Soft-Hard correlation (both v2 and RAA ~ e)

 soft & hard linked to same physics: single scattering + density in homogeneities

 Quasiparticles  Ideal Fluid; value of h/S, ……

2019 Rice  WS J. Schukraft
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1805.04081

HD hydro vs LD Transport

same-same or different ?

Question is still open

needs more experimental input
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What else can we learn …
 “Non-QGP” physics in pA
 Nuclear pdfs

 shadowing, saturation,  

 Color Glass Condensate physics @ small x, large h

 existence (dis)proof for interesting CGC physics at EIC/eRHIC ?

 “Weird” forward (large-x) jets  (correlation Q2 ↔ “event activity”)

 IS energy loss (‘jet quenching’ in CNM)

 p size (cross section) fluctuations -_ Glauber Gribov

 Ultra-peripheral: 

 g-p (A = source of g)
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Constraining gluon distributions in nuclei 

using dijets in proton-proton and proton-

lead collisions at sNN−−−√= 5.02 TeV

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.04736

1412.4092

https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.04736


Azimuthal Flow in pp/pA
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LO: PID v2

NNLO: Factorization test 

 Hydro-Dynamics: pA almost as well measured as AA

 LO: radial (v0) & directed (v1) & elliptic (v2)  (< 2010)

 NLO: higher harmonics, cumulants, fluctuations

 NNLO: non-linear mode mixing, ..

 vn≠ en, mode coupling  

 factorization violation v(pT1,pT2) ≠ v(pT1)*v(pT2

NLO: cumulants

NNLO: mode mixing



A priori: pp ≈ pA @ same dN/dy
 LO pp = pA: Nch, transverse size & shape => Initial State e(x,y) similar: 

 experimentally verified: final state R(pp) ≈ R(pA) < R(AA) @ same Nch (≈ Npart)

 IF there is collectivity in central pA, THEN there is no reason why not in 'central' pp 

 NLO pp ≠ pA: some differences expected

MPI vs Ncoll, transverse e-profile, 
ds/dN => bias,  jet fraction, ..
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<pT> vs Nch

BW fit: Tkin vs b

HBT: 

R vs Nch

pp closer to pA than pA to  AA

as expected…



The unreasonable success of AMPT
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nucl-th/0312124

AMPT in 2003 had correct higher harmonics (v3, v4, ..)

i.e. initial state fluctuations and nonlinear hydro,

and nobody noticed !!



AMPT transport

 Dynamics is definitely oversimplified and probably wrong
‘Micky Mouse billiard balls’ with tons of parameters

 however, the hydrodynamics seems correct !

 what counts is ‘lots of interacting stuff’ (string melting + few mb s)

 Common wisdom: AMPT = (a) kinetic transport underlying hydro
 and as such smoothly extrapolates to dilute & small systems with large K

 Monkey wrench: ‘Anisotropic parton escape is the dominant source’ (1502.05572)
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Information is in the 

‘non-interacting’ rays !

<Ncol> = 5 (1) in AuAu(dAu)

d-Au

Au-Au

escaping

interacting



AMPT &  Hydro in pp

 So far, both describe small & dilute systems
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http://arxiv.org/abs/1404.4129

1701.07145

Possible differences:
- Direct photon v2 ?

- Nonlinear mode mixing (v4~v2
2) ?

Shape evolution: pressure vs free streaming ?

Transport:

less matter

less scattering & BS

more Nch

less g ?

Hydro:

more gradient

more flow

more Nch

more g ?

2) Open Questions:

- Are HD hydro and LD transport observationally distinct ?

- If yes, which regime are we in pp/pA/AA 
(various indications that even AA is not in full therm+hydro equil.)

- If no, why does hydro work so well where it shouldn't ?
(and what do we measure in pp, h/s means what ?)



Direct photon production at low transverse 

momentum in proton-proton collisions at s√=2.76 and 8 

TeV https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.09857
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PYTHIA8 no flow added
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PYTHIA8 add ATLAS v2 (~5%)
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PYTHIA8 add CMS v2
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PYTHIA8 add CMS v2 (flat before sub)
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Some test in MC

• Use PYTHIA8 13 TeV pp sample + linear V2
input signal

• ATLAS method does not work

• CMS method shows over-subtraction, but deviation is smaller 
towards high multiplicity
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